We investigate the phenomenological consequences of the possible existence of the radion at a TeV-scale for γγ scattering in the TeV range. We find that polarized cross-sections only give possible experimental signatures for the radion.
Theories with extra spatial dimensions, where the standard model (SM) fields are localized on a brane, have of late been the subject of many investigations [1] . These are typically Kaluza-Klein type theories, but have features distinctively of their own. Of these models, the one proposed by Randall and Sundrum [2] is a particularly simple one. This is based on a 5-dimensional space-time with a non-factorizable metric. The extra dimension is a single S 1 /Z 2 orbifold wherin there are two branes of opposite tensions, one physical and the other hidden from us, at the two boundary points of the orbifold. There is also a bulk cosmological constant, and with a proper choice of this constant and the brane tensions, RS are able to solve the 5-dimensional Einstein equations to get a metric in vacuum of the form
In equation (1), k is a parameter comparable to the 5-dimensional Planck mass M , r c is the radius of the compact dimension represented by φ. RS are able to show that the four dimensional Planck scale M pl is related to the above parameters by
so that with k ≈ M , M pl is of the order of M . However, because of the exponential factor in the metric, fields confined to the brane have mass scales M e −krcπ , so that with kr c ≈ 12 , the weak scale is generated from the Planck scale, thus solving the hierarchy problem.
The metric, equation (1), is the background value of the more general form
where g µν is the 4-d gravitational field and T (x) is the radion field. Goldberger and Wise [3] showed that the radion field fluctuations are a massless scalar field that couples to matter with a scale set by the TeV-scale. As presented in [1] , no mechanism was given for stabilizing the radion field at its background value. A model which does that was later given by Goldberger and Wise [3] involving a bulk scalar field propagating in the background metric. They were able to show that the value of kr c ≈ 12 needed to solve the hierarchy problem leads to a massive scalar radion fluctuation field with TeV-scale mass that is most likely to be lighter than the KK-excitations of the graviton. Phenomenologically, one can expect the radion-SM field coupling, roughly in the TeV-range, to be the first candidate to produce experimental signals should these underlying ideas have validity [3, 4] .
Phenomenological signals for possible radion mediated interactions are of course most likely to be detected through small changes in the precision electroweak parameters like the W-Z mass difference or the weak mixing angle [5, 6] . However, processes where the SM values are suppressed for some reason are also good testing grounds for these kind of non SM interactions. γγ scattering, a process which can be experimentally realized at the NLC using high-energy γ beams obtained by backward Compton scattering of laser photons off e + , e − beams, is one such process since in the SM, the process has no tree level contribution and is thus of order α 2 coming through box graphs involving W, Z and fermi particles. In this note, we consider the phenomenology of radion signals in TeV-scale γγ scattering.
The SM analysis of γγ scattering has been done first by Jikia and Tkabladze [7] and later by Gounaris, Poryfyradis and Renard [8, 9] . We denote the invariant amplitude for the process 
where Q 4 is the sum over the fourth power of charges of all the fermions in SM. The radion contribution to the amplitudes is dictated by the interaction
where Λ is the vev of the radion field φ, and T is the energy momentum tensor. For massless photons, there is as such no direct γγφ coupling, but that arises because of the trace anomaly and also (in the same order of α) through triangle diagrams involving fermions. These work out to be effective γγφ vertex given approximately by [6] :
where
With the vertex given as above, the resonating radion contribution is nonvanishing for F (++++; stu), F (++−−; stu) and their parity images. Denoting the radion contribution by a superscript R, we get
where Γ tot is the total decay width of the radion, which we assume is to the WW and ZZ channels and given by:
The total helicity amplitudes is the sum of the SM and radion contribution and these give the total unpolarized cross-section given by Total Cross-section with Radion mass=0.8TeV
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Cross-section SM Cross-section Figure 2: A comparison of the sigma-33 cross-sections of γγ → γγ for the case of just the SM and also with the inclusion of the radion field, with radion mass of 0.8T eV If we chose a typical value of the radion mass m and the vev < φ > as m =< φ >= 0.6 Tev, the effect of the radion on the unpolarized cross-section is less than 1% as shown in figure (1) . It perhaps will be a very difficult signature to be detected experimentally through measurement of unpolarized cross-sections.
The radion contribution given above is numerically small but is unique in its helicity structure. Both the SM loops and possible contributions from spin-2 KK excitations of the graviton, do not have any resonating s-channel contributions to the amplitudes F (+ + ++; stu) and F (+ + −−; stu). This implies that in polarized cross-sections, the radion signature will be more pronounced and distinctive in at least some of them. Indeed, using the polarized cross-sections given in [8] :
where the ξ's are the Stokes parameters. Of particular interest in obtaining a signature of the radion contribution arises from the quantity 
We show in figure (2) , estimates of the cross-section in equation (15) integrated over the region 30 o < θ < 150 o as a function of energy. It is clear that around the resonance, there will be a very visible dip in this cross-section. This feature is very specific to to the spin zero radion since a spin-2 KK-excitation of the graviton do not show such a phenomenon to this cross-section [10, 11] .
In conclusion, we find that a signature of a typical radion resonance with masses and a vev in the TeV range is possible in a polarized cross-section, but is rather insignificant in an unpolarized cross-section for γγ scattering.
